
Joe Biden Declared Winner of US 
Presidential Election

Joe Biden has been declared President-Elect and is set to be inaugurated in January. However at time of writing, 
President Trump has not publically conceded and there remains the risk of election results being contested .

A Biden Presidency with Split Congress should be positive for equities because this makes higher taxes and 
regulation less likely. January’s senate run-off in Georgia will decide who controls the Senate. If the Republicans win control, 
as is expected, legislative gridlock might prevail making it harder for Biden to implement new policy. This would provide 
more policy certainty for markets. Also, a Biden administration is expected to adopt a more multi-lateral approach, 
potentially reducing geopolitical risks. All this should drive markets higher. Historically, a Democratic president with a split 
Congress has seen the strongest average gains for US stocks at over 13% annually (Chart 1). 

However, downside risks remain short term. Firstly, the risk of a contested election result cannot be ignored. If we see a 
election dispute that drags on well into Dec and Jan, this will cause significant uncertainty and higher volatility in the near 
term. Secondly, the current political impasse makes further US stimulus in the near term less likely, resulting in downside 
risk for the economic recovery and corporate earnings.

Focus on the recovery and protect against election & Covid-19 volatility. Don’t try to invest based on predicted policy. 
Focus on the fundamentals - Our picks include technology stocks (now viewed as defensive growth plays) and cyclical 
sectors such as the Industrials, Materials and Consumer Discretionary sectors. US and Asian investments are preferred 
regions, while we are more cautious on Europe. High quality bonds, gold, the Swiss Franc and Japanese Yen are our picks 
to protect from volatility around legal challenges on the election result and further waves of Covid-19.
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9 November 2020

 Joe Biden has been declared President-Elect of the United States

 The senate race is currently tied and will likely be decided by a 

January run-off in Georgia.

 Should the Republicans win control of the senate, it will be more 

difficult for a Biden administration to make policy changes.

 The result could be contested so investors should remain diversified.
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Chart 1: US equities have performed best under a Democratic president and Split Congress
S&P 500 annual returns based on party in the White House and control of Congress (data from 1932)

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC. Investment involves risks. Past performance is not an indication for future. For illustrative purpose only.
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Medium to long-term, we still favour equities as we believe that markets will focus on the fundamentals once the election is 
over. Monetary and fiscal policy are likely to continue powering the recovery in 2021, and any developments around Covid-
19 treatments and pandemics will increase investor sentiment and consumer confidence. 

But uncertainty around the US elections could create short-term sector winners and losers depending on the scenario. 

 Short-term positive 
 Short-term negative Biden with Split Congress Biden with Democrat-Controlled

Congress

Economically sensitive 
sectors (Cyclicals)

 Fiscal stimulus could be delayed and 
economically sensitive or cyclical sectors 
may temporarily suffer until a package can 
pass through Congress

 Democratic clean sweep would make it 
easier for a fiscal stimulus package to pass, 
benefitting cyclical sectors

US Tech Companies
 Tougher regulatory oversight less likely 
because of Republican opposition in 
Congress

 Tougher regulation would be negative 
initially but fundamental trends of tech will 
shine through eventually

Emerging Market Tech 
Companies

 More open trade stance from Biden could mean Asian tech names benefiting

Multinational Companies  Reduction in trade uncertainty should help international companies

Clean Energy
 Challenges of passing a clean energy bill 
through Congress may disappoint clean 
energy companies 

 Biden has proposed to expand the use of 
clean energy in the transportation, power 
generation, and building sectors

Commodity Players 
(Materials, industrials, 
energy)

 Lower likelihood of infrastructure 
spending because of Republican opposition 
could impact Commodities players

 Commodities players could benefit due to 
a greater likelihood of a Biden administration 
increasing infrastructure spending

US Financials  Risk of increased scrutiny on buybacks could hinder US banks
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Potential Winners and Losers in Different Congress Scenarios

Diversification and a focus on quality investments remain key. Short-term volatility is possible, especially if the election 
result is contested. But in all scenarios, we think any volatility will be short-lived. The medium-term path for markets is 
more contingent on fiscal stimulus and Covid-19 treatments / vaccines rather than the election result. 

The US economy is benefiting from a recovery in global demand, and analysts are upgrading companies’ earnings 
forecasts. The Fed has also confirmed it will continue providing plenty of liquidity and a safety net for the economy and 
financial markets.

Bottom line 
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This document or video is prepared by The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation  Limited (‘HBAP’), 1 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong. HBAP is incorporated 

in Hong Kong  and is part of the HSBC Group. This document or video is distributed and/or made available  by HSBC Bank Canada (including one or more of its 

subsidiaries HSBC Investment Funds  (Canada) Inc. (‘HIFC’), HSBC Private Wealth Services (Canada) Inc. (‘HPWS’), HSBC  InvestDirect division of HSBC Securities 

(Canada) Inc. (‘HIDC’)), HSBC Bank (China)  Company Limited, HSBC France, HBAP, HSBC Bank (Singapore) Limited, HSBC Bank  Middle East Limited (UAE), HSBC 

UK Bank Plc, HSBC Bank Malaysia Berhad (127776-V)/  HSBC Amanah Malaysia Berhad (807705-X), HSBC Bank (Taiwan) Limited, HSBC Bank plc,  Jersey Branch, 

HSBC Bank plc, Guernsey Branch, HSBC Bank plc in the Isle of Man, HSBC  France, Athens Branch, and The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, 

India  (HSBC India) (collectively, the “Distributors”) to their respective clients. This document or  video is for general circulation and information purposes only.

The contents of this document or video may not be reproduced or further distributed to any  person or entity, whether in whole or in part, for any purpose. This 

document or video must  not be distributed in any jurisdiction where its distribution is unlawful. All non-authorised  reproduction or use of this document or video will be 

the responsibility of the user and may lead to legal proceedings. The material contained in this document or video is for  general information purposes only and does 

not constitute investment research or advice  or a recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in  this document or video may be 

considered forward looking statements which provide  current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward looking statements are not guarantees of future 

performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual  results may differ materially from those described in such forward-looking statements as a result of 

various factors. HBAP and the Distributors do not undertake any obligation to  update the forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why 

actual  results could differ from those projected in the forward-looking statements. This document or video has no contractual value and is not by any means intended 

as a solicitation, nor  a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction  in which such an offer is not lawful. The views and 

opinions expressed herein have been  sourced from HSBC Global Asset Management at the time of preparation, and are subject  to change at any time. These views 

may not necessarily indicate HSBC GlobalAsset Management‘s current portfolios’ composition. Individual portfolios managed by HSBC Global  Asset Management 

primarily reflect individual clients’ objectives, risk preferences, time  horizon, and market liquidity.

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and  investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance 

contained in  this document or video is not a reliable indicator of future performance whilst any forecasts,  projections and simulations contained herein should not be 

relied upon as an indication of  future results. Where overseas investments are held the rate of currency exchange may  cause the value of such investments to go 

down as well as up. Investments in emerging  markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in  some established markets. 

Economies in emerging markets generally are heavily dependent  upon international trade and, accordingly, have been and may continue to be affected  adversely by 

trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments in relative currency  values and other protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which  

they trade. These economies also have been and may continue to be affected adversely by  economic conditions in the countries in which they trade. Investments are 

subject to market  risks, read all investment related documents carefully.

This document or video provides a high level overview of the recent economic environment  and has been prepared for information purposes only. The views presented 

are those of HBAP and are based on HBAP’s global views and may not necessarily align with the  distributors’ local views. It has not been prepared in accordance with 

legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any  prohibition on dealing ahead of its dissemination. It is not 

intended to provide and should not  be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice. Before you make any investment decision,  you may wish to consult a financial 

adviser. In the event that you choose not to seek advice  from a financial adviser, you should carefully consider whether the investment product is  suitable for you. 

You are advised to obtain appropriate professional advice where necessary.

We accept no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of any third party  information obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but which have 

not been  independently verified.

Important Information about HSBC Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited  (“AMCA”)

HSBC Global Asset Management is a group of companies that are engaged in investment  advisory and fund management activities, which are ultimately owned by 

HSBC Holdings plc.  AMCA is a wholly owned subsidiary of, but separate entity from, HSBC Bank Canada.

Important Information about HSBC Investment Funds (Canada) Inc. (“HIFC”)

HIFC is the principal distributor of the HSBC Mutual Funds and offers the HSBC Pooled  Funds through the HSBC World Selection Portfolio service. HIFC is a 

subsidiary of AMCA,  and indirect subsidiary of HSBC Bank Canada, and provides its products and services in all  provinces of Canada except Prince Edward Island. 

Mutual fund investments are subject to  risks. Please read the Fund Facts before investing.

Important Information about HSBC Private Wealth Services (Canada) Inc. (“HPWS”)

HPWS is a direct subsidiary of HSBC Bank Canada and provides services in all provinces  of Canada except Prince Edward Island. The Private Investment 

Management service is  a discretionary portfolio management service offered by HPWS. Under this discretionary  service, assets of participating clients will be 

invested by HPWS or its delegated portfolio

manager in securities, including but not limited to, stocks, bonds, pooled funds, mutual funds  and derivatives.

Important Information about HSBC InvestDirect (HIDC)

HIDC is a division of HSBC Securities (Canada) Inc., a direct subsidiary of, but separate  entity from, HSBC Bank Canada. HIDC is an order execution only service. 

HIDC will not  conduct suitability assessments of client account holdings or of the orders submitted by  clients or from anyone authorized to trade on the client’s 

behalf. Clients have the sole  responsibility for their investment decisions and securities transactions.

We accept no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of any third party  information obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but which have 

not been  independently verified.

THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT OR VIDEO HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY ANY  REGULATORY AUTHORITY IN HONG KONG ORANY OTHER 

JURISDICTION.

YOU ARE ADVISED TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN RELATION TO THE INVESTMENT  AND THIS DOCUMENT OR VIDEO. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT ABOUT ANY 

OF THE  CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT OR VIDEO, YOU SHOULD OBTAIN INDEPENDENT  PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.
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